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BAR BRIEFS

Reliable studies show a decrease of about 2,000 in the number of
law students during the two years between 1928 and 1930. More
strict requirements of prelegal education account for part of this
decrease.

With the latest count (1930) showing between 15o,ooo and

i6o,ooo lawyers in the country, only 4,5oo new recruits are needed
annually to replace those who drop out. How to accomplish a curtailing of the number of new licenses issued annually, without being
ruthless, is a problem for bar organizations to work out. Certainly
it is the duty of the bar organizations to make every effort to keep
those not properly qualified through general education, adequate legal
training, and high-type moral standards from "preying" upon the
public.
We note from the Carnegie Foundation's annual review (930)
that "where a large measure of control has been retained by, or vested
in the courts" the elementary essentials of a sound bar admission
system are most likely to be found; where the legislature has prescribed
most of the details, admission systems "are in the more primitive
group."
MOVIES AND SHERMAN ANTI-TRUST ACT
Paramount vs. U. S., 51 Sup. Ct. Rep. 42, brings out some interesting facts as well as a plain statement of the meaning of the Sherman
Act. Paramount-Lasky, controlling about 6o per cent of the films exhibited in the U. S., and some others, which add about 38 per cent
more to the percentage total, had developed a contract with distributors and exhibitors after several years of experimentation. Among
other things it required arbitration of disputes. The claim was that
the contract, being the result of discussion and experimentation, was
a reasonable and normal regulation; that arbitration was well adapted
to the needs of the industry; and that the absence of complaints established the reasonable character of the contract. The Supreme Court
of the United States, however, said this, among other things: "In order
to establish violation of the Sherman Act it is not necessary to show
that the challenged arrangement suppresses all competition between the
parties or that the parties themselves are discontented with the arrangement. The interest of the public in the preservation of competition
is the primary consideration. The prohibitions of the statute cannot be
'evaded by good motives'. The law is its own measure of right and
wrong, of what it permits, or forbids, and the judgment of the courts
cannot be set up against it in a supposed accommodation of its policy
with the good intentions of parties, and it may be, of some good results."
WE ARE MAKING PROGRESS
The occasions are becoming more numerous when criticism of
our criminal procedure is levelled at some other object than the courts
or the lawyers. The latest coming to our attention is the editorial in
the April 6th issue of the Minneapolis Tribune, from which we quote
the first three paragraphs:
"The verdict in the Brothers case is a conspicuous example of
the irrational results so frequently attained by American juries. It
should be observed that this incomprehensible verdict is in no wise
blamable on the court but rests entirely on the jury.
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"Either Brothers killed Lingle or he didn't kill Lingle. If he
killed Lingle there ;can be no justification for the imposition of the
lightest penalty possible under the laws of Illinois. The killing of
Lingle was a cold-blooded premeditated murder. It was a murder for
which no sentimentalist can offer the slightest excuse or adduce the
most flimsy reason for leniency. It was a murder calling for the most
extreme penalty provided by law.
"If Brothers did not kill Lingle he should have been acquitted.
We can grant that Brothers is a hoodlum, a racketeer and a gangster,
and that society will be better off with him behind the bars, but so
long as we make a pretense of a government by law, we cannot send
a man to the penitentiary on general principles."
UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE-INJUNCTION
The Ohio Bulletin and Law Reporter reports the granting of an
injunction by Judge Fred H. Wolf against the Automobile Club of
Cleveland, under which the Automobile Club is restrained from
practicing law: 1. By advising members as to their legal rights in
civil matters in which members have been involved; 2. By carrying on
negotiations which require the application of law to facts; 3. By communicating with and endeavoring to adjust claims with attorneys
representing persons against whom a member has a claim on account
of an automobile accident; 4. In making investigations for the purpose
of ascertaining the facts relative to such accidents with a view to
advising members of their legal rights; 5. By advertising and representing that defendant maintains a legal department for the purpose of
advising its members on any civil legal matter pertaining to or in
connection with the operation of automobiles or other motor vehicles
exclusively owned or operated by members of the defendant.
Answering the plea that plaintiff had no capacity to maintain
the action, Judge Wolf determined that a lawyer is invested with a
kind of franchise in the enjoyment of which he will be protected
inequity.
DEMOCRACY'S DRAWBACKS
We wonder if one of the inevitable trappings of democracy isn't
what is known as whispering into the official ear. Seven years of
official life have brought to us so many instances from the most
exemplary citizens, people Whom we have otherwise respected most
highly, that we have just about decided to get over our tremor and
trepidation and accept it as a necessary accompaniment of American
official life. At any rate, we have decided not to give voice to our
feelings hereafter, and by way of saying "Selah" quote from the
decision of a Federal Judge in a recent case before him: "The presiding judge has received letters; has been solicited privately by
prominent and influential citizens; has been besieged in his home, on
the street and in his chambers, all suggesting, recommending and
urging. . . Needless to say many of these appeals beseeched the court
on grounds never contemplated by congress. . .They are not advancing
favorably an application for a judicial ruling by inducing their friends
to whisper into the judicial ear in private."

